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FROM WHERE SHOULD ECONOMICS REBUILDING START? (II) 

 

1. Preamble 

In the present intervention, I’ll try to sketch a „research program” (of course, a genuine such a 
program must be designed and elaborated, even in its basic coordinates, within a fundamental 
research project – the best case should be a European Commission financing) aiming to push, 
however little, on the immanent idea floating in the air regarding the rebuilt of Economics as 
Political Economics. Some precautionary considerations seem to be of usefulness firstly. 

• it is not needed that the „new” economic theory to directly jump from its completely 
positivist colour to a completely normative one. This non-obligation is required by the fact 
that from the economic theory cannot lack all components of the „how is it” describing of 
the economic inter-actions, that is, all components of its positivist side, by completely 
replacing it with the component of the „how should it be”. Consequently, the passing from 
Economics to Political Economics is rather fundamental than fundamentalist. Here I’d 
draw attention to the reader that it is not talking about a graduality of that passing, but 
about the requirement only do not eject all the positivist ingredients from Political 
Economics. More directly said, the transition from standard Economics to Political 
Economics (of course, not in Piketty’s proposal sense – see, for example, his book Capital 
and Ideology, issued on 2019) shouldn’t be gradual, but brusque; 

• fundamentally, rebuilding Economics as Political Economics means simply to put together, 
in a symbiotic whole, the praxeology (i.e., the relationship subject – object) and the 
practice (i.e., relationship subject – subject). The concrete way to do that is driven, of 
course, by specific research program’s schedule and milestones, which must be designed 

2. Three crucial reasons 

Very stylized, I’ll now draw what I believe be the crucial reasons (not quite principles, however; the 
principles should constitute, within the research program intended, the epistemological bases of 
Political Economics) to be taken into account in order to get at least a sketched research program 
aimed at to drive an effort to reconstruct Economics a Political Economics. 

I. under the epistemological perspective, Political Economics should avoid the 
fundamentalisms – not only positivism, but, at the same time, not only normativism; not 
only theoretically, but, at the same time, not only pragmatically; not only 
praxeologically, but, at the same time, not only ideologically; not only quantitatively, 
but, at the same time, not only qualitatively; not only rationally, but, at the same time, 
not only irrationally; not only psychologically, but, at the same time, not only logically, 
and so on; 

II. under the methodological perspective, Political Economics should avoid the 
reductionism, that is, it shouldn't leave all eggs neither into the transcendentalism (for 
example, into the radical Phenomenology), nor into transcendentism (for example, into 
the radical realism). In this context, some redoubtable reductionisms as that of Stuart 
Mill (logic is a physics of psychology), of Hans Lipps (logic is a physics of thought), or of 
Christoph von Sigwart (logic is an ethics of thought) should be attentively examined 
before be integrated into the methodological bases of Political Economics; 

III. under the axiological perspective, Political Economics should take into account less the 
final state of the individuals (as well as of the society as a whole) but more the procedure 
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to get that final state (as Nozick proposes). This means the social justice must be 
integrated into Political Economics, especially in its hypostasis of distributional social 
justice, not in that of commutative one. In a rough language, the commutative social 
justice could be preponderantly assigned to the positivist part of Political Economics (for 
example, the nominal wage must be the monetary expression of the marginal labour 
productivity – which addresses the principle of contributiveness), while the distributive 
social justice could be preponderantly assigned to the normative part of Political 
Economics (for example, the economic inequality must be governed either by Rawls-ian 
principle of difference – which addresses the principle of solidarity, or by Piketty-ian 
suggestion – which addresses the principle of justification) 

3. Some remarks about the logic which Political Economics should be based on  

Alongside many others, I’m not sure if the bivalent logic (with its principle of principles – as Aristotle 
said – that is, the principle of non-contradiction) is a discovery about how our mind is working, or 
an invention about how our mind should work. The fact we are here, is pleading (according to the 
anthropic principle) for its discovering, but the fact that the reality (at least the transcendent reality) 
is never contradictory (although, of course, Hegel was of the contrary opinion), is pleading for its 
inventing. Any case, I believe Political Economics has to give the most attention primarily to the 
logics which it will be built on, only then to its epistemological, methodological, and axiological 
dimensions. Moreover than, the logical bases of Political Economics constitute even its ontological 
dimension. Further I’ll express some brief considerations on the issue of the logical bases Political 
Economics should concern about. 

• since Political Economics will be a social discipline (or theory) the bivalent logic in its 
standard state is quite questionable. The „third truth value” is most probable appearing in 
the praxeological and practical economic inter-actions (in fact, for example, the juridical 
instances are called to get just such a „third truth value” between two economic actors 
which have, every of them, their own truth); 

• the question is: means this that Political Economics needs a trivalent logic? I don’t think 
so. Rather Political Economics needs a para-consistent logic (already developed for many 
decades), which admit inconsistent theories which are non-trivial – non-triviality signifies 
that, alongside theorems, which are tautologic, the theory in case contains also synthetic 
enunciations); 

• I think the para-consistent logic could be equivalently replaced within Political Economics 
with a tetravalent logic (which I talked about many times elsewhere), which must „pay a 
price” to be accepted: the price to be „paid” is to renounce to the correspondence-truth 
which the bivalent standard logic is based on, and to replace it with the acceptable-truth 
(NB: do not confuse the concept of acceptable-truth with the pragmatic-truth of William 
James, for example); 

• in fact, an even better solution in finding the most appropriate logic for Political 
Economics, could be to use a combination between a logic of relevance (which already has 
interesting developments across the world) and a logic of justification (also, the theory of 
justification has many substantial results, although quite disputed). Of course, such a 
combination can result into a new logic which, probably, could be named as the logic of 
the justified relevance (LJR), and which is waiting to be elaborated. In such a context, the 
famous principle of noncontradiction is not needed to be rejected, but it would be 
assigned to individuals and, consequently, it will not anymore work universally 


